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Temperature structure functions in the Bolgiano regime of thermal convection
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We measure temperature fluctuations in the Rayleigh-Be´nard apparatus, which is a closed cylindrical con-
tainer with the bottom wall heated and the top wall cooled. The aspect ratio, which is the diameter-to-height
ratio of the apparatus, is unity. The Rayleigh number is 1.531011. The working fluid is cryogenic helium gas.
We compute temperature structure functions up to order 16, and use extended self-similarity to obtain scaling
exponents in the Bolgiano regime. In contrast to passive scalars, the scaling exponents tend not to saturate with
the order of the structure function, suggesting the absence of ramplike structures in temperature traces of
convective motion.
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I. INTRODUCTION

There is an extensive literature on the scaling proper
of structure functions of velocity and temperature fluctu
tions in turbulent flows. Structure functions are moments
increments of a velocity component, temperature, or so
other field variable, across a specified spatial distancer. Kol-
mogorov’s @1# similarity theory predicts that thenth order
structure function~i.e., the nth moment of the increment!
obeys the scaling law of the form

Sn~r !}r n/3, ~1.1!

as long as the separation distancer lies within the inertial
range~i.e., between a characteristic dissipation scale and
large scale of turbulence!. However, experimental and nu
merical data show that the scaling exponents depend no
early onn, and fall increasingly short ofn/3 asn increases
@2–4#. This is called anomalous scaling. It is now known th
scaling exponents for temperature are more strongly ano
lous ~e.g., Refs.@4,5#! than those for velocity; when the tem
perature can be considered a passive scalar, it also ap
that the exponents saturate beyond moments of the orde
@6#. The saturation of the exponents for passive scalar
perhaps linked to the existence of strong ramplike~or shock-
like! structures in their time traces. This link is especia
clear for a passive scalar advected by a rapidly oscilla
velocity field @7–9#, and for forced Burgers’ equation@10#.

The behavior of temperature fluctuations in therma
driven flows such as convection is more complex. Here
state of turbulent motion is determined by the Rayleigh nu
ber, Ra, which is a nondimensional measure of the temp
ture difference between the bottom and top plates of the
paratus, and the Prandtl number, Pr, of the fluid. T
Rayleigh number is defined as Ra5gaDH3/nk, whereg is
the acceleration due to gravity,a is the isobaric thermal ex
pansion coefficient,D is the temperature difference betwe
the bottom and top walls separated by a vertical heightH, n
is the kinematic viscosity, andk is the thermal diffusivity of
the fluid in the convection apparatus; Pr5n/k. In developed
thermal convection, corresponding to large values of Ra,
1063-651X/2002/66~3!/036303~6!/$20.00 66 0363
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scaling regions can be observed simultaneously~e.g., Ref.
@11#!. One of them is the inertial range, in which the effec
of buoyancy are not felt directly; the other is the so-call
Bolgiano range, in which buoyancy controls the dynam
@12#. The latter range contains scales between the Bolgi
length scaleLB , and the large scale of the systemL ~which
can be regarded as being of the orderH!. It has been shown
in Ref. @13# that LB can be estimated by

LB5
«5/4

N3/4~ga!3/2;
Nu1/2H

~Ra Pr!1/4, ~1.2!

where« is the energy dissipation rate andN is the dissipation
rate of temperature variance; Nu denotes the Nusselt num
which is the ratio of the turbulent heat transport to molecu
heat transport. The first expression in Eq.~1.2! yields local
values ofLB if local dissipation rates are used in the defin
tion, and hence reflects position-dependent values, but
second expression, obtained on dimensional grounds, i
integral quantity characteristic of the entire volume of t
apparatus. It should thus be regarded as a characteristic v
of LB .

The scaling properties in the Bolgiano range have b
studied only rarely@14#. This work presents an experiment
study of this issue. We describe the experimental conditi
briefly in Sec. II and discuss the principal results in Sec.
Some concluding remarks are presented in Sec. IV.

II. THE APPARATUS AND THE MEASUREMENT
OF TEMPERATURE FLUCTUATIONS

The Rayleigh-Be´nard apparatus is a closed cylindric
container with thick bottom and top walls made of high
conducting @15# annealed copper and thin stainless-st
sidewall. The container is 50 cm in height and 50 cm
diameter~aspect ratio unity!. It is essentially the same as th
of Ref. @11#, except that the height is now halved. By varyin
the operating temperature and pressure of the work
fluid—cryogenic helium gas—together with the temperatu
difference across the height of the container, Rayleigh nu
©2002 The American Physical Society03-1
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bers between 106 and 1016 can be generated in the prese
setup. We placed several sensors in various positions in
the container@11#, but the present analysis uses data from
sensor@16# placed very close to the center plane of the a
paratus, at a distance of 4.4 cm from the side wall. T
sensor was operated on a bridge circuit, whose resista
fluctuations, sampled at 50 Hz, were converted into temp
ture fluctuations by means of an appropriate calibrat
curve. We used a dual-phase lock-in amplifier operating
frequencies of few kHz and time constant of approximat
30 ms. It is generally understood that the signal is true o
on time scales larger than a multiple of this time constant;
pay particular attention to this constraint in the followin
analysis. Each data file contains 219 samples, and 44 suc
records, consecutively measured under steady external
ditions, were analyzed.

While we compute structure functions with time incr
ments, we interpret them towards the end of the pape
having been obtained with space increments by invok
Taylor’s frozen flow hypothesis. This interpretation is need
for making contact with existing literature and tradition. T
persistence of a strong mean wind at the point of meas
ment makes this interpretation plausible.~The mean wind
weakens as one approaches the core of the apparatus.! The
situation is somewhat complicated by the fact that the w
switches direction abruptly and irregularly@17# towards high
Rayleigh numbers. Operationally, frozen flow hypothesis
quires that the direction of the wind be stable for periods
time large compared to the turnover time of the mean wind
this being a characteristic of the large scale. For Ra51.5
31011, the average time interval between reversals is ab
300 s, while the turnover time of the biggest roll is about
s ~wind velocity is about 7 cm/s, and the perimeter of t
apparatus is 200 cm!. Our criterion is thus satisfied. At muc
higher Ra, the tendency of the wind to reverse its direct
more frequently@17# invalidates the criterion. Thus, the Ra
leigh number is held fixed at 1.531011 for the present analy
sis, although measurements have been made for Ray
numbers that are several orders of magnitude larger@11#.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

For purposes of this study we converted temperature fl
tuations into a standard form with zero mean and unity st
dard deviation. For useful reference, we present in Fig. 1
histogram of the temperature. Its overall shape is skew
with broad ‘‘shoulders,’’ perhaps resembling Gaussianity
fluctuations smaller than one standard deviation from
mean~see inset!. The shape for rare events is roughly exp
nential. The histogram is different from that measured at
geometrical center of the apparatus, where it is nearly Ga
ian for low Ra and evolves towards a stretched exponen
shape for higher Ra@18,11#. Its peculiar shape in Fig. 1 i
thus a consequence of the mean wind.

We have calculated structure functions of ordersn
51 – 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, and 16, for discrete time intervalsmDt,
using the definition

Sn
t ~mDt !5^uu~ t01mDt !2u~ t0!un&, ~3.1!
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whereDt51/50 s, corresponding to the sampling frequen
of 50 Hz. We have computed structure functions for absol
values of temperature differences to avoid possible cance
tion effects that might occur due to wind reversal.

We plotted structure functions for each set of data a
inspected them. Typical variability of structure function
computed from 14 illustrative records are shown in Fig.
Low-order structure functions, up to order four, are similar
each other. The differences between records increase
high-order structure functions; in fact, a few data s
showed unreasonably large departures from the overall tr
of Fig. 2. We do not understand the reason for such str
deviations, but suspect that they come from occasional e
tronic spikes. It is well known that even a few such poin
will affect high-order structure functions. We have therefo
excluded such records. This may prejudice the results
excluding genuinely rare physical events, but we think t
this is unlikely because each record is about 350 turno
times in duration, and we have processed as many as
independent files.

Let us first examine the behavior of the structure fun
tions for large time increments. All of them, particularly th
low-order ones, display oscillations, as shown expanded
Fig. 3. It is natural to associate the three minima in Fig
with one, two, and three full rotations of the mean wind. T
time shift of the first minimum corresponds tot rot'27.4 s,
the second and the third minima being its multiples. Sin
the mean wind is in the form of a horizontal roll of the siz
of the apparatus, we can estimate the mean velocity roug
as 200 cm/27.4 s'7.3 cm/s, in good agreement with our pr
vious independent measurement@17#. We therefore conclude

FIG. 1. The histogram of the temperature plotted in units of
standard deviation for 14 data files~each containing 219 samples!.
Two hundred bins, each of which is110th of the standard deviation
have been used. The inset expands the histogram around the m
plotted in logarithmic units and compared to a parabola to judge
degree of Gaussianity.
3-2
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that structure functions for large time increments contain
formation about the mean wind. Further, the characteri
decay of the amplitudes of these peaks indicates the e
tence of a much longer time scale in the flow. This feat
has been discussed in a different study focusing on the p
erties of the mean wind@19#.

FIG. 2. Temperature structure functions of order 1–4, 6, 8,
12, and 16~the order increasing upwards! calculated for 14 data
files, plotted against time in seconds.

FIG. 3. Temperature structure functions of order 1, 2, 3, and
The oscillation minima correspond to one, two, and three turno
times of the mean wind.
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As already mentioned, our principal interest is in the B
giano range of scales. According to Eq.~1.2!, using the mea-
sured Nu'350 and Pr'0.7, we estimateLB'1.5 cm or,
converting space to time through the mean wind, thattB is
about 0.2 s. A scale of the order of the height of the appara
is equivalent totout of about 7 s. It is in the range betweentB
andtout that we hope to find Bolgiano scaling. Therefore, f
further analysis we plot data for 0.2 s,t,10 s. The aver-
aged structure functions are shown in Fig. 4 for this range
t.

Figure 4 shows that the scaling is ambiguous at best,
pecially for high orders. We therefore consider extended s
similarity ~ESS! @20#. Let us first follow the approach o
Ching @21# and plot the ratioS1 /A(S2) versus time incre-
ment. Figure 5 shows that scaling indeed exists in the en
Bolgiano range~indicated between arrows attB and tout),
with an exponent of 0.057. Note that this type of plot al
displays oscillations for larger scales.

Figure 6 shows structure functions up to ordern58 plot-
ted in the ESS manner, namelySn versusS2 , averaged over
26 data files. The data lying within the Bolgiano range a
highlighted. Reasonable scaling can be found although it
teriorates with increasing moment order. The oscillations d
to the mean wind have essentially disappeared~but can be
inferred from the clustering of points towards large values
S2). Indeed, scaling can be found whenever thenth order
structure function is plotted against themth order,n and m
being arbitrary within the range considered here. The b
linear fits for all possible combinations ofSn versusSm were
obtained. The resulting ESS exponentszn

m are presented in
Table I.

,

.
r

FIG. 4. Temperature structure functions of the indicated ord
calculated from 14 data files. The time increment spans the B
giano range estimated in the text. Filled circles are from the sen
~26 data files!. Other symbols correspond to data from a seco
sensor placed nearby.
3-3
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Using the exponents from Table I we can check the c
sistency of the data. For example, the scaling exponentz1

16

5S16/S1'4.63. For self-consistency, one should also
able to obtain this same number by decomposingz1

16 as
z12

16z10
12z8

10z6
8z4

6z3
4z2

3z1
254.71. These two estimates differ b

FIG. 5. The logarithm to base 10 of the ratioS1 /A(S2), calcu-
lated using 26 data files, plotted versus time increment; those w
the expected Bolgiano range are highlighted. The character
timestB , tout , andt rot are defined in the text.

FIG. 6. Temperature structure functions of order 1, 3, 4, 6,
8 ~order increasing upwards! for 26 data files, plotted against th
second-order structure functionS2 . The data points within the Bol-
giano range are highlighted.
03630
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1.7%. One can check that this test works in many differ
ways, for example,z1

165z12
16z1

1254.67, which agrees wel
with the other two estimates. Indeed, all such se
consistency checks are satisfied to within about 2%. T
self-consistency is obviously satisfied if ESS holds ac
rately. Since log-log plots do not have adequate resolutio
verify this feature, it is important to know that these se
consistency checks indeed work. This self-consistency of
ponents implies, as well, the validity of the so-called gen
alized self-similar scaling@22#.

The scaling exponents obtained relative toz2 are plotted
in Fig. 7. They show strong intermittency of the temperatu
field but show no tendency to saturate, at least forn up to
order 16.

It is interesting to compare the present ESS expone
with those obtained in the inertial range, in essentially is
thermal turbulence generated in a wind tunnel, for the vel
ity and passive temperature fluctuations. As an example,
have chosen the data of Ruiz-Chavarriaet al. @5# who ob-
tained both velocity and temperature data in the turbul
wake of a circular cylinder. Temperature fluctuations we
produced by heating an array of thin wires placed dow
stream of the cylinder. As is known previously, the veloc
data agree well with the She-Leveque prediction@23# ~see
Fig. 7!. For the temperature field, the high-order scaling e
ponents deviate increasingly from those of the velocity fie
in accordance with the notion that the temperature field
more intermittent. Up to order 6, the data of Ref.@5# and

in
tic

d

FIG. 7. The ratio of the relative scaling exponentszn /z2 plotted
versus the order of the structure functionn. Open triangles denote
the present data~26 data files!. They are compared with structur
functions for velocity~j! and temperature~3! from Ref. @5#, and
for passive temperature data~dark circles! from Ref.@6#. The dotted
line is the result from the model of Ref.@23# for velocity, and is
given byjn5n/912@12(2/3)n/3#; the solid-line is the complemen
tary result of Levequeet al. @24# for temperature, given byzn

5n/91(10/9)@12(2/5)n/3#.
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TABLE I. Experimental values of exponents, obtained from best linear fits to structure functions of various orders, plotted agai
other on log-log coordinates. Data from 26 files have been used. Here,N can be eithern or m.

N 1 2 3 4 6 8 10 12 16

1 1
2 1.921 1
3 2.678 1.396 1
4 3.253 1.697 1.217 1
6 4.002 2.090 1.500 1.233 1
8 4.470 2.336 1.677 1.379 1.119 1

10 4.838 2.528 1.815 1.493 1.212 1.083 1
12 5.186 2.711 1.947 1.602 1.300 1.162 1.073 1
16 5.934 3.107 2.231 1.836 1.490 1.333 1.232 1.150 1
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those of @6# compare well though they deviate for high
orders. They both fall short of the modified prediction
Levequeet al. @24# for passive scalars. The present exp
nents, unlike those of Moisyet al. @6# for the passive tem-
perature field between rotating discs, do not show a tende
to saturation.

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In order to study the scaling properties of the temperat
field in highly turbulent thermal convection, we have an
lyzed long records of temperature in thermal convection a
fixed Ra51.531011. This value of Ra was chosen as a co
promise between two opposing requirements: the requ
ment of the highest possible Ra for purposes of obtaining
largest scaling range, and the propensity for the mean w
to oscillate rapidly as the Rayleigh number increases. G
erally, it was not possible to observe any scaling witho
using ESS. All our exponents are thus relative to some
erence moment. The exponents obtained with different re
ence moments are self-consistent to within an accurac
the order of 2%. In particular, those computed relative to
second-order structure function show no tendency to sat
ys

-
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tion, in contrast to the trend seen in Ref.@6# for the passive
temperature field in the inertial range of a flow betwe
counterrotating discs. This is a basic difference between
tive and passive scalars. This feature reflects the fact that
active scalars, ramplike structures are likely absent on sc
within the Bolgiano range. Inspection of temperature tra
supports this conclusion. Further, the Boussinesq equa
can be used to show that ramplike structures in the temp
ture are unlikely @25#. Simple rewriting of the equation
shows that the combination of the fluid acceleration a
pressure gradient yields the fluid temperature~modulo the
gravitational acceleration!. Since pressure prevents ramplik
objects from forming, it is reasonable to expect that the
tive temperature does not exhibit such shapes. It will be u
ful to check this conclusion from data obtained elsewhere
the convection cell.
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